
SKILLER SGK50 S4
With the SKILLER SGK50 S4, Sharkoon introduces its first gaming  
keyboard with a 60 percent layout. All functions are combined within 
a compact format, and, thanks to the hot-swap design, exchangeable  
switches with either 3 or 5 pins can be installed as desired. For further 
customization, there are three different Kailh switch types to choose from. 
Also, macros with up to 16 actions can be easily recorded and saved.

Features

PRACTICAL DESIGN
Thanks to its handy size, which is 60 percent of a three-block keyboard, 
the SKILLER SGK50 S4 saves a considerable amount of desk space. 
The additional space also allows a lot more room for wide-sweeping 
mouse movements, even in hectic situations.  The spiral cable gives the 
SKILLER SGK50 S4 a stylish appearance and the keyboard has two pairs 
of feet to adjust the keyboard to the desired height.    

ALL-ROUND CUSTOMIZATION
There is a choice of three different pre-installed Kailh switch types for 
the SKILLER SGK50 S4: The linear red switches with an imperceptible 
actuation point, the tactile brown switches with a felt but inaudible  
actuation point, and the clicky blue switches with an actuation point  
that can be both heard and felt. All the switch types are characterized 
by a short distance of just 1.9 millimeters to the actuation point. Their  
different switch properties allow them to be used wherever the keyboard 
is needed. Whether for writing texts or for professional gaming - this 
keyboard is ready for any kind of use. Moreover, all switches will impress 
with an average operating life cycle of at least 70 million keystrokes, 
while the hot-swap PCB lies between two foam mats which provide 
an effective noise insulation.  The sturdy workmanship of the SKILLER 
SGK50 S4, using robust materials, results in a keyboard that offers a 
pleasant stability and long-lasting enjoyment. 

SPEEDY SWAPPING
With the hot-swap function, the switches can be speedily exchanged 
whenever desired. The tools supplied with the keyboard allow the 
keycaps and switches to be easily removed and replaced at any time. 
The SKILLER SGK50 S4 thus allows the use of all 3 and 5-pin switches 
with little effort. 

MACROS COMPLETELY WITHOUT SOFTWARE
The SKILLER SGK50 S4 does not need any separate software when 
recording macros: Up to two macros, each with up to 16 actions, can be 
easily set up or overwritten using just a few key combinations. 

ILLUMINATION AT THE PRESS OF A BUTTON
The keyboard lighting can be simply set as desired. You can choose 
between single-colored and multi-colored lighting effects in different 
variations.

Specifications
Product Name SKILLER SGK50 S4
Color Versions Black, White
Type Gaming Keyboard
Switch Technology Hot-Swap
Illumination RGB
Adjustable Illumination 

Lighting Effects 

Max. Polling Rate 1,000 Hz
Block 60 % layout
Onboard Memory for Game Profiles 

Capacity of Onboard Memory 32 kB
Detachable Cable 

Weight without Cable 588 g
Weight incl. Cable 648 g
Dimensions (L x W x H) 293 x 103 x 38 mm
Supported Operating Systems Windows

Key Properties
Function Keys with  
Preset Multimedia Actions



N-Key Rollover Support 

On-The-Fly Macro Recording 

Cable and Connectors
Connector USB Type-C
Spiral Cable 

Cable Length 180 cm
Gold-Plated USB Plug 

Package Contents
SKILLER SGK50 S4, Extra Keycaps, Keycap Puller Tool,  
Switch Puller Tool, Manual, USB Cable (180 cm)

EAN Code
Skiller SGK50 S4 bk Kailh Red        - US Layout 4044951033812
Skiller SGK50 S4 bk Kailh Brown   - US Layout 4044951033829
Skiller SGK50 S4 bk Kailh Blue      - US Layout 4044951033836
Skiller SGK50 S4 wh Kailh Red      - US Layout 4044951033843
Skiller SGK50 S4 wh Kailh Brown - US Layout 4044951033850
Skiller SGK50 S4 wh Kailh Blue     - US Layout 4044951033867

For information on country-specific layouts, please contact us.
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Switch Properties Linear (Kailh Red) Tactile (Kailh Brown) Clicky (Kailh Blue)

Operating Force 50 ± 10 g 50 ± 10 g 50 ± 10 g
Distance to Actuation Point 1.9 mm 1.9 mm 1.9 mm
Operating Life Cycles of Keys Min. 70 Million Keystrokes Min. 70 Million Keystrokes Min. 70 Million Keystrokes
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